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Abstract. With the increasing popularity of collaborative systems like social
networks, the risk of data misuse has become even more critical for users. As a
consequence, there is a growing demand for solutions to properly protect data
created and used within these systems. Enabling collaborative specification of
permissions, while ensuring an appropriate levels of control to the different parties
involved, inherently leads to decisions of some users being overruled by the
policies of other users. Users need to be aware that this is happening and why,
otherwise they may lose trust in the system, which can impact their willingness
to collaborate. Enhancing user awareness requires that users know about and
understand the conflicts that occurred. In this paper, we propose an approach to
compute a justification for a decision in cases where conflicts occur and, based on
this, generate feedback that explains users why their decision was not enforced.

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed an increasing popularity of collaborative systems like social
networks and shared editing platforms. These systems provide virtual worlds in which
their users can interact with each other and share information. Within these virtual
worlds, multiple users can be involved in the creation and management of data, each
of them retaining some level of authority over the data. This has spurred the design of
solutions for enabling collaborative specification of permissions in which each user can
specify its own authorization requirements for the protection of the data under its control
[3, 12, 13, 26]. In particular, these solutions aim to ensure an appropriate levels of control
to the different parties involved.

Every user expects its authorization requirements to be enforced by the system.
However, this is not always possible as users can specify conflicting authorization
requirements for the same resources. Most access control mechanisms employ policy
conflict resolution strategies [15, 19, 21–23] to automatically determine how policy
conflicts should be resolved based, for instance, on priorities between decisions (e.g.,
permit-overrides) or the ordering of policies (e.g., first-applicable). Although their use
is necessary to guarantee the proper functioning of the system, these strategies make
policy evaluation non-transparent to users. In fact, access control mechanisms usually
adopt a black-box approach whose aim is only to obtain a conclusive decision to be
enforced. This black-box approach results in users not being aware whether their policies
have actually been enforced. The lack of transparency in decision making can effect
users’ experience and, consequently, their confidence in the system.



A few proposals [13, 20] make a first step towards the design of transparent access
control mechanisms. In particular, Mahmudlu et al. [20] propose a feedback mechanism
that identifies mismatches between the decision enforced by the system and user policies
and notifies users about them. Although this feedback enhances user awareness about
access decision making, it does not allow users to understand why their policies have not
been enforced. Without this knowledge, users can feel that their data are not adequately
protected and, thus, have a low confidence in the system. (Security and protection of
private data are important factors for trust, especially for knowledgeable users [4, 5]).

In this work, we make a step further towards the design of transparent access control
mechanisms by presenting an approach that not only notifies users about policy conflicts
but also provides them with a meaningful explanation of why their decision has been
overruled. The approach relies on the data governance model presented in [20] to
represent how the authorization requirements of the users contributing to the creation and
management of a data object are combined to form a global policy, which is ultimately
used to regulate the access to the object. Based on the evaluation of the global policy,
we identify the user policies that were used to obtain the decision enforced by the
authorization mechanism, providing a justification for the decision.

Policies and decision preferences of users, however, can be sensitive themselves [27,
29]. Thus, not all users are supposed to see the full explanation of a decision. Instead, the
feedback should give an appropriate level of detail, which takes into account the relation-
ship of users with the data as well as the visibility preferences of the policy authors. To
this end, we trim the explanation for a decision based on visibility restrictions, indicating
which portion of the explanation a user is allowed to see. It is of utmost importance that
the feedback is understandable by users. Therefore, we show how the feedback can be
formulated in a human readable format, focusing on the relevant parts and customizing
the feedback to reflect the relationship of the user with the data.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section provides
background on data governance and policy mismatch. Section 3 illustrates the problem
of transparency in access control through a typical scenario in social network. Section 4
presents our approach to compute feedback concerning policy and to express it in a way
that is understandable by end-users. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper and presents directions for future work.

2 Background

This section provides background on data governance and policy mismatch.

2.1 Data Governance Model

In collaborative systems, several users can contribute to the creation, governance and
management of data. Each user can retain some authority on the data. In this work,
we adopt the data governance model proposed in [20] to represent and reason on the
governance of data controlled by multiple users. This model poses its basis on the notion
of archetype [6], which is used to capture the relations of users with data objects, and
uses an archetype hierarchy to represent and reason on the level of authority that users
have over the data based on their archetype. An archetype hierarchy is defined as follows:
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Policy combination algorithm Source
permit-overrides (pov) [15, 22, 23]
deny-overrides (dov) [15, 22, 23, 25]
ordered-permit-overrides (opov) [22, 23]
ordered-deny-overrides (odov) [22, 23]
first-applicable (fa) [1, 22, 23, 25]
only-one-applicable (ooa) [22, 23]
permit-unless-deny (pud) [23]
deny-unless-permit (dup) [23]
specificy-precedence (sp) [15, 21, 24, 25]
weak-consensus (wc) [19]
strong-consensus (sc) [13, 19]
weak-majority (wm) [19]
strong-majority (sm) [13, 19]
super-majority-permit (smp) [13, 19]

Table 1: Policy Combining Algorithms for XACML

Definition 1. Let A be the set of archetypes for a data object o. An archetype hierarchy
H has the form:

H = SH | (SH , t,H)

SH = L | (L,⊕,SH ) | (L,	,SH )

L = a | (σ[a1, . . . , an])

An archetype hierarchy H is (recursively) built over sub-hierarchies (SH) and levels
(L) by concatenating them according to a given priority that can be total (denoted by t),
positive (denoted by ⊕) or negative (denoted by 	). A level L consists of an archetype a
or a set of archetypes a1, . . . , an ∈ A that are combined using intra-level aggregator σ.

An archetype hierarchy is used to combine stakeholders’ authorization requirements
into a global policy, which regulates the access to data. In particular, the work in [20]
supports the definition of the global policy for a data object from stakeholders’ autho-
rization requirements specified as XACML policies (hereafter called user policies). The
combination of user policies in the global policy reflects the level of authority that stake-
holders have over the object as defined in the archetype hierarchy. The underlying idea
is to represent priorities between levels and intra-level aggregators as policy combining
algorithms. Here, we do not impose any restriction on the combining algorithms that
can be used. The only requirement is that they can be implemented in XACML. Table 1
presents an overview of policy combining algorithms that have been proposed for and/or
adapted to XACML.1

For the sake of simplicity, in this work we abstract from the XACML specification
(e.g., target, rule, policy, policy set), while keeping full compatibility with the standard.

1 We assume the reader is familiar with conflict resolution strategies and, in particular, with
XACML policy combining algorithms.
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We represent (XACML) policies as trees where nodes are labeled with a combining
algorithm and leaf nodes are labeled with user policies. In particular, we represent policy
trees either in graphical (see e.g. Figure 1b) or textual form where ca(∆1, . . . ,∆n)
represents a node labeled with combining algorithm ca and subtrees ∆1, . . . ,∆n.

It is worth noting that our representation of policies accounts for user policies as
atomic elements regardless of whether they are composite policies themselves. This
is due to the fact that the feedback mechanism proposed in this work focuses on the
governance of data controlled by multiple users and, in particular, aims to identify the
users whose policies have overridden the policy of a given user. Therefore, this level of
granularity is adequate for our scope.

Below we present how the global policy is constructed from the archetype hierarchy
and user policies.

Definition 2. Given a data object o, letA be the set of archetypes for o,H the archetype
hierarchy built over A, U the set of user identifiers (or simply users) and PU the set of
user policies where pu ∈ PU denotes the policy of user u ∈ U . Let UA ⊆ U ×A be the
user-archetype assignment, i.e. (u, a) ∈ UA iff user u has archetype a. We construct the
global policy PH for H starting from the top of H:

P(SH,t,H) = fa(PSH , PH)
P(L,⊕,SH) = opov(PL, PSH)
P(L,	,SH) = odov(PL, PSH)

P(σ,[a1,...,an]) = caσ(Pa1 , . . . , Pan)
Pa = caa(pu1

, . . . , pum
)

where caσ is the combining algorithm realizing the intra-level aggregator σ, caa the
combining algorithm associated with archetype a ∈ A and pu1

, . . . , pum
∈ PU where

u1, . . . , um are the users such that (u1, a), . . . , (um, a) are in UA.

For some objects and archetypes it is natural that there is only a single user associated
to a given archetype. In this case we use only-one-applicable as archetype combining
algorithm caa. This way the decision of the (only) user policy becomes the decision of the
archetype and the presence of multiple decisions would result in an error (Indeterminate).

The global policy for a data object is used to determine whether access to the object
should be granted or not. We use the following abstract notation to represent the policy
evaluation process: P denotes the set of XACML policies, Q the set of access requests,
and function JpK : Q → {Permit,Deny,NotApplicable, Indeterminate} denotes policy
evaluation, i.e. JpK(q) is the decision according to a policy p ∈ P for an access request
q ∈ Q. In particular, Permit (P) denotes that access is granted, Deny (D) denotes that
access is denied, NotApplicable (NA) denotes that the policy is not applicable, and
Indeterminate (I) denotes that an error occurred during evaluation.

2.2 Policy mismatch

Ideally, an authorization mechanism should enforce the authorization requirements of
all users. However, this is not always possible. In fact, users can specify conflicting
authorization requirements, which results in conflicting policies. In this work, we use
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the notion of policy mismatch introduced in [6, 20] to capture that the decision yielded
by a user policy differs from the one obtained by evaluating the global policy.

Definition 3. Let p1, . . . , pn be the policies of n users and p the global policy obtained
by combining such policies. Given an access request q, a user u (with u ∈ {1, . . . , n})
has a policy mismatch if JpuK(q) 6= JpK(q).

The notion of policy mismatch provides the baseline for enabling transparency in
access control. For instance, Mahmudlu et al. [20] show how to augment SAFAX [16],
an XACML-based architectural framework that offers authorization as a service, with
a transparency service that detects mismatches between the decision enforced by the
authorization mechanism and users’ authorization requirements. Any mismatch found is
reported to those users whose decision was not enforced.

3 Motivating Example

This section illustrates the motivation for this work using a FaceBook-like social network
augmented with a collaborative access control system in the style of [20].

Example 1. An online social network provides a collaborative environment in which
users can post messages and photos in their profile and share these objects with other
users. Users can also post messages and photos in the profile of other users (if they have
permission) and tag a data object to indicate the user(s) to whom the object refers.

To regulate the access to data, the social network allows users to specify their privacy
settings. A user’s privacy settings govern the actions that users (or groups of users, e.g.
Friends, Colleagues) in the social network can perform on the objects (profile, posts,
etc.) controlled by the user. The social network also defines a default policy that is used
to handle the situations in which users do not specify their privacy settings.

Our scenario focuses on a user who posts a photo in the profile of another user. The
photo shows five individuals, who are registered to the social network. These users are
tagged and, thus, the photo is linked to their profile.

In the scenario above, we can identify four archetypes for the photo: Data Subject
(DS), Data Host (DH), Data Provider (DP) and Social Network (SN). The Data Subject
archetype is used to represent the individual(s) to whom the (personal) data refer. In
our scenario, this archetype denotes the users appearing in the photo.2 The Data Host
archetype is used to represent the user owning the profile in which the photo has been
posted. The Data Provider archetype is used to denote the user who posted the photo.
Social networks usually define default settings that are used if users do not specify
custom settings. Given the collaborative nature of our setting, we assume that default
settings apply to the collaboration (in contrast to single users) and, thus, they are only

2 Note that the problem of recognizing the subjects of a piece of information is orthogonal to the
scope of this work. Here, we assume that tags are reliable, i.e. they link a piece of information
to the corresponding data subjects. Although it is not addressed in this work, tag validation
has been proven to be feasible and, for instance, several algorithms have been proposed to
automatically recognize people in contents such as photos [13].
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Fig. 1: Data Governance Model and Instantiation

considered if no other settings have been specified by any user. We capture these default
settings within the governance of the photo through the Social Network archetype.

The identified archetypes can be organized in a hierarchy (Fig. 1a). We assume that
the Data Subject has the highest priority as it should be able to influence the processing
of its personal data [11]. The next level comprises the Data Host, who is responsible
for the contents posted in its profile, followed by a level formed by the Data Provider.
The lowest level is formed by the Social Network. The first three levels are ordered
using a negative priority (	), meaning that the negative authorization requirements
(i.e., requirements explicitly denying access to data) associated to the higher level take
precedence; otherwise, the access requirements defined by the stakeholders at the lower
level should also be evaluated. The default settings defined by the Social Network is
overridden by the settings of the other stakeholders. We capture this requirement using a
total priority (t) between the Social Network and higher levels.

The global policy p is obtained by instantiating the archetype hierarchy in Fig. 1a
with user policies. Let users A, B, C, D and E be the Data Subjects (i.e., the users
appearing in the photo), user F the Data Host and user G the Data Provider. Each of
these users can define a (possibly empty) policy to regulate the access to their data.
Moreover, we use pSN to denote the default settings provided by the social network.
Textually, the global policy can be represented as follows:

p = fa(odov(sm(pA, pB , pC , pD, pE), odov(ooa(pF ), ooa(pG))), ooa(pSN ))

A graphical representation of the global policy as a policy tree is shown in Fig. 1b. Prior-
ities in the archetype hierarchy are encoded as combining algorithms in the global policy
as defined in Definition 2. Levels and archetypes are defined along with a combining
algorithm that specifies how archetype policies and user policies forming them should
be combined respectively. Here, we assume that the policies specified by data subjects
are combined using the strong-majority (sm) combining algorithm proposed in [19].
According to this combining algorithm, access is granted if over half of all subpolicies
allow it, and deny access if over half deny it; otherwise, an indeterminate decision is
returned. The other archetypes (i.e., Data Host, Data Provider and Social Network) are
associated to only one user. As described in Section 2, we use only-one-applicable (ooa)
as the archetype combining algorithm for these archetypes. Similarly, all levels consist
of only one archetype. Accordingly, they are represented as the archetype forming them
(see Definition 1).
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Example 1 (Cont.). Suppose a user u requests to view the photo. The authorization
system has to evaluate the access request q made by u against the global policy p in
Fig. 1b. Assume user policies are evaluated as follows:

JpAK(q) = D JpEK(q) = D
JpBK(q) = D JpF K(q) = NA
JpCK(q) = P JpGK(q) = P
JpDK(q) = D JpSN K(q) = P

Accordingly, the request is denied by the authorization mechanism, i.e. JpK(q) = D.

We can observe that the authorization requirements of some users have not been
enforced. For instance, the requirements of users C and G allows the requester to view
the photo. The default policy pSN has also been overridden, indicating that it may be
too permissive for certain users. Moreover, we can observe that some users (e.g., the
data host F in our scenario) might not have specified any authorization requirement to
handle certain access requests.

Every user expects its policies to be enforced by the authorization mechanism;
however, as shown in the example above, the policy of some users can be overridden
by the policies of other users. Although the use of strategies that automatically resolve
policy conflicts is necessary to guarantee the proper functioning of the system, users are
often unaware whether their policies have actually been enforced. The main problem
is that most of the existing authorization mechanisms only aim to obtain a conclusive
decision to be enforced and do not identify and/or record policy mismatches. We argue
that this lack of transparency can affect the collaboration among users and, in particular,
their willingness of sharing sensitive information.

A few works [13, 20] propose feedback mechanisms that detect and notify the user
of policy conflicts. These solutions, for instance, would notify users C and G that access
has been denied despite their policies granting it. Although this feedback enhances user
awareness about the access decision making process, it does not allow users to understand
why their policies have not been enforced. Without this knowledge, users can feel that
their data are not adequately protected and, thus, have a low confidence in the system.
In this work, we investigate the problem of designing fully transparent authorization
mechanisms that are able to explain to users why a certain access decision has been made.

Although it is crucial that users understand why their policies have been overridden,
the feedback generation should be separated from policy evaluation. Certain systems
like critical infrastructures require a fast response time and, thus, any delay introduced
by the feedback generation could compromise the functioning of the system. To achieve
this separation of concerns, we envision transparency as a service. Similarly to [20],
we decouple the feedback mechanism from policy evaluation, thus relieving the burden
of computing the user feedback from the policy evaluation engine. This design choice
has the added benefit that authorization mechanisms already in place can easily be
augmented with transparency, thus facilitating the adoption of transparency in existing
systems. In the next section, we present a framework with a feedback mechanisms
that not only notify users if a policy mismatch occurred but also provide them with a
justification of why their policies have not been enforced.
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4 Approach

Upon receiving an access request, the authorization mechanism evaluates the request
against the global policy to determine the access decision to be enforced. However,
as shown in the previous section, the authorization requirements of some users might
have to be overridden in order for the authorization mechanism to reach a conclusive
decision. The goal of this work is to raise awareness of users about the enforcement
of their authorization requirements. This section presents our approach to generating
feedback which explains to users why their authorization requirements have not been
enforced. The approach, shown in Figure 2, consists of four main steps.

The first step is to find policy mismatches, i.e. those situations in which user policies
have been overridden (see Definition 3). To detect policy mismatches, we employ the
transparency service presented in [20]. This service identifies mismatches and users
involved by comparing the decision for a request according to the global policy with the
decision according to user policies evaluated individually. The service also provides a
feedback mechanism for mismatches which notifies the users involved. We refer to [20]
for details on the transparency service for policy mismatch detection and notification.

Although this transparency service makes users aware of whether or not their policies
have been enforced, notifications should be extended to provide an explanation of why a
user’s policy was overridden in order to increase user awareness in access decision mak-
ing. To provide such explanations, we compute the decision annotated evaluation path,
which provides a justification for the decision enforced by the system (step 2). Intuitively,
a decision annotated evaluation path comprises a (minimal) set of user policies (along
with their evaluation) that allows the system to show why a certain decision was obtained.

A decision annotated evaluation path provides a “technical” explanation of why a
certain decision was reached. End-users know the archetype hierarchy but may not be
able to interpret explanations based on the global policy. Therefore, we express feedback
in terms of the archetype hierarchy, to give users the information needed to understand the
decision justification. Also, a decision annotated evaluation path may reveal information
about the policies of other users. Policies themselves can be sensitive [27, 29] and, thus,
need to be protected. To this end, we employ visibility policies to regulate the information
disclosed in the feedback (step 3). In particular, visibility policies are used to determine
visibility restrictions on the justification, indicating which portion of the justification
should be visible to a user based on its place in the archetype hierarchy, and to trim the
justification accordingly. In this work we assume that users set the visibility policies of
their own access control policies, whereas the visibility policies of the other elements
(e.g., archetypes, levels) are defined during the setting of the collaboration along with
the archetype hierarchy.

Note that we have separated the computation of the justifications for a decision from
the computation of the feedback. An advantage of this separation is that the feedback
can be customized with respect to the relation of the user to be notified with the data
object. In particular, the granularity of the feedback given to end-users can be tuned
on the basis of the needs of the application domain and visibility restrictions without
modifying the procedure used to compute the feedback.

It is important that the feedback is understandable by the users. In addition to
relating it to terms they know (the archetype hierarchy) we show how the feedback can
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Fig. 2: Approach to enhance user awareness in access decision making

be formulated into a human readable format (step 4). In particular, we transform the
justification for a decision trimmed with respect to visibility restrictions into a textual
description, focusing on the relevant parts and customizing the feedback to reflects the
user’s place in the archetype hierarchy.

4.1 Computing Decision Justifications

As seen above, we use an (ordered) labeled tree to represent the global policy where
nodes are labeled with a combining algorithm and leaf nodes with user policies. Formally,
an ordered tree is a set of nodes N with a partial order amongst the nodes and a total
order amongst the children of each node. A labeling of a tree is a function from nodes
to some domain of labels. A labeled tree is a tree with one or more labellings. Recall
that we use ca(∆1, . . . ,∆m) to indicate a node labeled with a combining algorithm ca
and subtrees ∆1, . . . ,∆m. Note that this notation defines both the tree structure and a
labeling. Moreover, we refer to a connected subgraph of a tree containing the root as a
pruning of the tree. Note that a pruning is itself a tree and the union of multiple prunings
is again a pruning.

We introduce an additional label to the global policy in order to capture decisions
reached.

Definition 4. Let N be the set of nodes in the global policy and Q the set of access
requests. The Decision labeling with respect to an access request q ∈ Q is a labeling
Dq : N → {Permit,Deny,NotApplicable, Indeterminate}. A node n ∈ N is labeled
with a decision according to the policy that the subtree of n represents:

– for n labeled with user policy p, Dq(n) is JpK(q);
– for n labeled with combining algorithm ca, Dq(n) is the result of ca applied to

decision list Dq(n1), . . . , Dq(nm) where n1, . . . , nm are the children of n.

The Decision labeling denotes the outcome of policy evaluation with respect to a given
access request. For nodes labeled with a combining algorithm, the Decision label is
the result of applying that combining algorithm to the decision labels of its children.
Note that this is equivalent to evaluating the policy tree rooted in n, i.e. D(n) =
Jca(∆1, . . . ,∆m)K(q) with ∆1, . . . ,∆m the subtrees of n.
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Example 2. The Decision labeling of the global policy in Figure 1b, labeled according
to the decisions of user policies as given in Example 1 (page 7), is:

fa:D(odov:D(sm:D(pA:D, pB :D, pC :P, pD:D, pE :D),
odov:P(ooa:NA(pF :NA), ooa:P(pG:P))), ooa:P(pSN :P))

Note that, if only the decisions of the user policies are given, the other decisions can be
computed. Thus, without loss of information, we may as well write:

fa(odov(sm(pA:D, pB :D, pC :P, pD:D, pE :D),
odov(ooa(pF :NA), ooa(pG:P))), ooa(pSN :P))

In order to compute the feedback to be sent to a user, we first need to identify which
user policies have been used to obtain a certain decision. To this end, we introduce the
notion of decision annotated evaluation path.

Definition 5. Given an access request q ∈ Q, let p be the global policy with Decision
labeling with respect to q. A decision annotated evaluation path for q is a minimal
pruning of p that justifies decision JpK(q).

A decision annotated evaluation path can be seen as the set of (decision annotated)
user policies that allows the system to show how a certain decision was obtained, thus
representing a justification for the decision. A decision annotated evaluation path is
minimal, i.e. if any node is removed, it no longer forms a justification for the decision. To
prune the (decision annotated) global policy to a decision annotated evaluation path we
can start from the root and recursively, for each node labeled with a combining algorithm
ca, only include a minimal subset of children that justify the decision label (according
to ca). Note that the pruning depends on the semantics of the combining algorithms
with respect to a given decision. For the sake of space, we omit the formal definition of
minimal pruning and only provide the intuition for a few algorithms.

deny-overrides returns Deny if and only if one of the subpolicies returns Deny. There-
fore, to show that a policy dov(∆1, . . . ,∆m) is evaluated Deny, it is sufficient to
show that one of the subpolicies evaluate Deny. In contrast, for the other decisions
(i.e., Permit, NotApplicable, Indeterminate) the decision annotated evaluation path
should provide all (decision annotated) subpolicies as the system has to show that
none of the subpolicies evaluate Deny.

ordered-deny-overrides is identical to deny-overrides with the exception that subpoli-
cies are considered in the order in which they are defined. Accordingly, the decision
annotated evaluation path will contain the first subpolicy that evaluates Deny if any;
otherwise, if no subpolicies evaluate Deny, all (decision annotated) subpolicies are
included in the decision annotated evaluation path.

first-applicable returns the decision of the first applicable policy. Accordingly, the deci-
sion annotated evaluation path contains the policy used to make the decision together
with the previous policies. In fact, the system should show that none of these pre-
vious policies is applicable. Following the same intuition, if none of the subpolicies
are applicable, all subpolicies are given in the decision annotated evaluation path.

strong-majority returns a conclusive decision, either Permit or Deny, if over half of
all subpolicies evaluate Permit and Deny respectively; otherwise, Indeterminate is
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fa:D

odov:D

sm:D

pA:D pB :D pD:D

Fig. 3: Decision annotated evaluation path

returned. Accordingly, it is sufficient for the system to only show that over half of
all subpolicies return Permit (Deny) to prove that the policy is evaluated Permit
(Deny). On the other hand, in case of Indeterminate, the system has to show that
a majority of either Permit or Deny cannot be reached.

Example 3. Based on the evaluation of Example 1 (page 7), the requester is not allowed
to view the photo. Analyzing the global policy, we can observe that access is denied
because the majority of data subjects deny the access. In particular, four data subjects
out of five stated in their policies that access should be denied. To show why a Deny
decision was reached, the system has only to show that three data subjects denied the
access (i.e., the majority). Accordingly, the following decision annotated evaluation path
justifies the decision:

fa(odov(sm(pA:D, pB :D, pD:D)))

Fig. 3 shows a graphical representation of this decision annotated evaluation path. It is
easy to observe from the figure that it is a minimal pruning of the global policy in Fig. 2
that justifies the decision obtained.

4.2 Computing Feedback

In this section, we show how a decision annotated evaluation path can be used to compute
the feedback. First, we present how to link the global policy to the archetype hierarchy.
Then, we propose an approach to determine the granularity at which a user can see the
feedback based on its place in the archetype hierarchy.

Linking the global policy to the archetype hierarchy A decision annotated evaluation
path represents how the decision for a given access request has been reached. However,
it only provides a purely “technical” explanation in terms of partial decisions and
combining algorithms. Feedback based on the archetype hierarchy rather than on the
details of its implementation will likely be easier to understand by end-users.

To enable such a feedback we relate the global policy, and thus also any decision
annotated evaluation path, to the archetype hierarchy by introducing an additional
labeling of the global policy.

Definition 6. Let N be the set of nodes in the global policy, H the set of elements in
the archetype hierarchy H (i.e., priorities, levels, archetypes) from which the global
policy is derived and U the set of user identifiers. The Element labeling is a labeling
E : N → H ∪ U . A node n ∈ N is labeled as follows:
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– For n labeled with a combining algorithm modeling hierarchy element (SH, t,H),
E(n) is t;

– For n labeled with a combining algorithm modeling hierarchy element (L,⊕, SH),
E(n) is ⊕;

– For n labeled with a combining algorithm modeling hierarchy element (L,	, SH),
E(n) is 	;

– For n labeled with a combining algorithm modeling hierarchy element (σ[a1, . . . , an]),
E(n) is ` where ` is the level identifier;

– For n labeled with a combining algorithm modeling an archetype a, E(n) is a;
– For n labeled with a policy p of user u, E(n) is u.

Labeling E annotates the global policy with the corresponding element in the hierarchy
and with the users contributing to its definition. Hereafter, we use notation [·] to represent
Element labels, e.g. p[e]:d denotes a node with policy element label p, hierarchy element
label e and decision label d.

The Element labeling provides us with the complete information about the construc-
tion of the global policy, which is needed to provide users meaningful feedback and to
compute the visibility of the feedback as shown in the remainder of the section.

Example 4. The decision annotated evaluation path of Example 3, annotated with Ele-
ment labeling, is: fa[t]:D(odov[	]:D(sm[DS]:D(pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D)))
(or in short notation: fa[t](odov[	](sm[DS](pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D))))

Reasoning on Feedback Visibility One can observe in Example 4 that the justification
for a decision can provide insights into the policies of other users. While it may be rea-
sonable for the collaborating data subjects (e.g., C in our scenario) to see the individual
votes of the fellow data subjects, they may wish to not reveal this information to other
users (e.g., to the data provider G). Policies and decision preferences of users might be
sensitive; thus, not all users are supposed to see the full explanation of a decision. Yet,
they do need to get informative feedback if their policies have not been enforced.

To determine at which granularity a user can see the justification for a decision,
we annotate the global policy with a visibility policy, indicating which portion of the
decision annotated evaluation path is visible to users based on their place in the archetype
hierarchy, and show how the visibility policy can be used to trim the justification.
Visibility policies are expressed in terms of visibility levels.

Definition 7. The visibility classification is a pair (V, >) where V = {User ,Archetype,
Level ,Subhierarchy ,Hierarchy ,Decision} is the set of visibility levels and > is a total
order on V such that:

User > Archetype > Level > Subhierarchy > Hierarchy > Decision

We extend this to V⊥ by adding ⊥ (undefined) which is smaller than any level. Given two
visibility levels vi and vj , we use vi ∧ vj to denote the minimum and vi ∨ vj to denote
the maximum visibility level between vi and vj with respect to >, i.e.

vi ∧ vj =
{
vj if vi > vj
vi otherwise vi ∨ vj =

{
vi if vi > vj
vj otherwise
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Moreover, vi . vj denotes that vi overrides vj , i.e.

vi . vj =

{
vi if vi 6= ⊥
vj otherwise

Visibility levels define the granularity at which justifications can be seen in terms
of types of nodes. The finest level is User which allows seeing decisions of users.
Archetype instead only allows seeing the decision reached by the archetype but not the
users within the archetype (e.g., for DS we see the results of the ‘vote’ but not any of
the votes themselves). Level abstracts a step further allowing only the level decision to
be seen (in our example each level consists of only one archetype so this is not a mayor
distinction, but in general a level may consist of multiple archetypes [20]). Subhierachy
allows seeing the decision of the sub-hierarchies but not the levels themselves. Hierarchy
abstracts a step further, allowing only seeing the decision of total priorities. Decision
only allows seeing the end result and not how this decision was reached.

In general, not all users will be allowed to see a justification at the same granularity.
Instead, just like the access rights, ‘visibility’ rights depend on the relation users have to
the object considered. As such we assign an internal and external visibility level to the
different components of the hierarchy and combine these to reach a visibility level for
each mismatch that occurs.

Definition 8. Let N be the set of nodes in the global policy and (V, >) the visibility
classification. A visibility policy is a labeling V : N → V × V . For a node n ∈ N , the
visibility policy label V (n) is a pair 〈e, i〉 where e is the external visibility level and i is
the internal visibility level of n.

A visibility policy determines whether only the decision or some detail of the internal
decision making structure is visible. Setting the visibility level of a node lower than the
type of the node it is assigned to, means only the decision is visible. Setting a higher
level allows some visibility of the decision making structure but only up to the level
given and only so far as the subtree allows it. Setting the visibility level of a node equal
to the type of the node will also result in showing only the decision (as all subtrees will
have a higher visibility level so will not be visible) with the exception of priority nodes
that can have other priority nodes as a child node.

With a visibility policy in place we can determine which part of a justification a user
can see. Recall that a justification is an (annotated) pruning of the global policy. The
underlying idea for determining which nodes of the justification are visible to a given
user, is to take the shortest path from the user to the node (i.e., up to the least upper
bound and then down to the node) and take the minimum visibility level encountered,
where in each step the internal visibility of the destination is used when moving up and
its external visibility when moving down. When this minimum visibility is greater or
equal to the type of the node, then the node is visible to the user.

We formalize this process in two steps. First, we compute the visibility restriction
of the nodes in the global policy by moving up through the policy tree. Then, we use
the computed visibility restriction to trim a justification by moving down through the
policy tree. The visibility restriction captures the location of a user compared to nodes
by combining internal policies that apply to the user for that node.
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Definition 9. Let N be the set of nodes in the global policy, U the set of user identifiers
and V the set of visibility levels. The visibility restriction with respect to a user u ∈ U is
a labeling VRu : N → V⊥. The visibility restriction of a user police node with respect
to a given user u is:

VRu(p[u
′]〈·, i〉) =

{
i if u = u′

⊥ otherwise

and if node n〈·, i〉 has children n1, . . . , nm then:

VRu(n〈·, i〉) = i ∧ (VRu(n1) ∨ . . . ∨VRu(nm))

We extend our label notation by writing ca[k]〈e, i〉(...)|ux for a node with element
label k, external policy label e, internal policy label i and restriction x with respect to
user u. Moreover, we write ∆|u to indicate a policy tree ∆ with restriction labeling
with respect to user u. Note that we only write the relevant labels but still assume all
labellings are present.

The visibility restriction is used to trim a tree, removing those parts that should not
be visible to a user.

Definition 10. The trimming T (∆) of a global policy tree ∆ with element, visibility
policy and visibility restriction (with respect a user u) labellings is given by: if τ(k) > x
then T (∆[k]|ux) = (), otherwise T (pu′ |uUser ) = pu′ and

T (ca(∆1〈e1, ·〉|ux1
, . . . ,∆n〈en, ·〉|uxn

)|ux) = ca(T (∆1|ux1.(x∧e1)), . . . , T (∆n|uxn.(x∧en)))

where τ is a function that returns the type of a node. (Recall that visibility levels are
expressed in terms of node types.)

The user is restricted from seeing a node (and its children) if the visibility is lower
than the type of the node. Otherwise, the user can see the node and, if the node is labeled
with a combining algorithm, we trim its subtrees but with updated visibility labels. If
the user is internal to a subtree ∆i, then its restriction (of its root) xi is not ⊥ and it
will be used as visibility in this subtree. If the user is external to this subtree then both
the current visibility restriction and the external visibility of the subtree apply which is
captured by restriction x ∧ ei.

Example 5. As shown in Example 1, users C, G and SN had a policy mismatch. The
justification for the decision is as given in Example 4:

∆ = fa[t](odov[	](sm[DS](pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D)))

Suppose the visibility policy requirements are:

– The identity of data subjects are only visible to fellow data subjects.
– The social network can only see the end decision.

These requirements can be captured by setting external visibility of DS to Archetype
and internal visibility of SN to Decision. All other policies are set to the most liberal
setting: User .
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User C: As C is local to archetype DS , within its visibility restriction, DS will have
a local visibility restriction label User :

∆|C = fa[t](odov[	](sm[DS]〈Archetype, ·〉(pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D)|CUser )|CUser )|CUser

The presence of this local label prevents the sm[DS ] external policy from begin applied:

T (∆|C) = fa[t](T (odov[	](sm[DS]〈Archetype, ·〉(pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D)|CUser )|CUser ))
= fa[t](odov[	](T (sm[DS](pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D)|CUser.Archetype)))

= fa[t](odov[	](T (sm[DS](pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D)|CUser )))
= fa[t](odov[	](sm[DS](pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D)))

Therefore, C is allowed to see the entire justification.

User G: User G’s visibility restriction initially allows seeing users:

∆|G = fa[t](odov[	](sm[DS]〈Archetype, ·〉(pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D))|GUser )|GUser

However, being external to archetype DS causes the archetype’s external policy to apply
hiding the decisions of users A through E:

T (∆|G) = fa[t](T (odov[	](sm[DS]〈Archetype, ·〉(pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D))|GUser ))
= fa[t](odov[	](T (sm[DS](pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D)|GArchetype)))

= fa[t](odov[	](sm[DS]:D))

User SN : The social network has visibility restriction label Decision:

∆|SN = fa[t](odov[	](sm[DS]〈Archetype, ·〉(pA[A]:D, pB [B]:D, pD[D]:D)))|SNDecision

Therefore, SN will be allowed to see only the decision and an empty explanation:

T (∆|SN ) = ()

4.3 Formulating feedback

The feedback for a user computed by the visibility restricted evaluation path technically
captures the information available to that user. However, it still has to be formulated in a
way that it is understandable by end-users. This requires focusing on the relevant parts
and customizing the feedback to reflects its place in the archetype hierarchy in addition
to translating the path into a human readable format. In fact, although formal languages
are very good to provide a precise model, they are very bad at communicating such a
model to end-users who might not have a technical background [18].

In our example, the policy of each data subject provides an indication whether the
access should be granted to the requester while the node represented by archetype
DS makes an actual decision (by counting votes, the nodes above ‘simply pass up the
decision’). We capture this notion of node making the decision as the decision point.

Definition 11. Given a decision annotated evaluation path ∆, the decision point of
∆, denoted dp(∆), is the node in ∆ where the final decision is made. We call visible
decision point for a user u the least ancestor of the decision point that occurs in T (∆|u).

The decision point for a decision annotated evaluation path is recursively computed from
the root node on the basis of the combining algorithms used and the decision made. We
present the intuition for some combining algorithms in Table 2.
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dp(dov(∆1, . . . ,∆m)) =

{
dp(∆i) if ∆i:D
dov otherwise

dp(ooa(∆1, . . . ,∆m)) =

{
dp(∆i) if (∆:P and ∆i:P) or (∆:D and ∆i:D)
ooa otherwise

dp(sm(∆1, . . . ,∆m)) = sm

Table 2: Decision point for sample combining algorithms

Anything below the decision point should be included in the formulation of the
explanation as ‘real’ decisions are being made. It is worth noting that users should be
able to understand their positions relative to the decision point. In particular, we assume
a user knows how its policy fits in the policy hierarchy. Thus, any ancestor node of a
user policy should be recognizable by the user. To ensure the explanation is formulated
from a point that is recognizable by the user, we start from one such ancestor node.
In particular, we start from the least node (as we would like explanations to only give
relevant information) that satisfies both properties above, i.e. that is an ancestor of the
user policy and decision point. We call this node the evaluation point.

Definition 12. The evaluation point (for a user u) is the least node that is an upper
bound of both the visible decision point and of policy node n[u].

Note that the least element is well defined as there always exists one (the root) and the
set of upper bounds of a node (the decision point) is totally ordered.

We formulate the feedback starting from the evaluation point. We define functions
msgN , which gives the description of a given node, and msgT , which gives the descrip-
tion of a subtree starting from its root node. We assume that each basic element e has a
string representation, which we denote by e.name. For a node, the description expresses
the decision reached:

msgN (n[e]:d) =


e.name denied if d = Deny
e.name permitted if d = Permit
e.name failed to reach a decision if d = Indeterminate
e.name did not apply if d = NA

This generic text can be customized by considering the type of element and combining
algorithms involved. For instance, we can state: “e.name voted to deny” for a node
sm[e]:D rather than the more generic “e.name denied”. (For reasons of space, we do
not list all customizations considered.)

For a tree we start with the description of the root node and recursively add the expla-
nation of its subtrees. Note that visibility constraints could theoretically give a situation
in which some but not all of the children are visible to the user and the visible children
do not constitute an explanation (according to the combining algorithm) of the decision
reached by the node. As showing this ‘incomplete explanation’ would be confusing to
the user, they are not included in the textual explanation in this case. Specifically:
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Algorithm 1: msgU (nd[x], ne)
if nd[x] is (within) an archetype of the user then

“Your archetype” + msgT (ne)
else if nd[x] is (within) a level of the user then

“Your level” + msgT (ne)
else if nd[x] is (within) a level higher than any level containing the user then

“Your decision was overruled by x.name:” + msgT (ne)
else if nd[x] is (within) a level lower than some level containing the user then

“You failed to overrule the decision of x.name:” + msgT (ne).
else

”The decision of ” + x.name + ”was followed:” + msgT (ne).

msgT (n)=


msgN (n)+“because” if n1, . . . , nm visible children

+msgT (n1)+. . .+msgT (nm) of n explaining the decision

msgN (n) + “.” otherwise

Also here we can make customizations to further improve the readability of the expla-
nation. For example, for archetype node n[a]:d with children n1: d1, . . . , nm: dm, we
can use short hand “(” + u1.name : d1 + “,” + ... + um.name : dm + “)” which simply
lists the decisions of the user’s involved rather than using the generic ‘because’ format
resulting in much more compact explanations.

With the description of a subtree in place, we can now define the textual description
given to the user, which captures the visible decision point (nd[x]) and evaluation point
(ne), and a description of the subtree starting at ne:

msgU (nd[x], ne) = “The decision of ” + x.name + ”was followed: ” + msgT (ne)

As before we consider customizations that enhance specific (common) cases as shown
in Algorithm 1.

Example 6. Consider the justification computed in Example 5. The textual explanation
for the mismatch of user C is:

Your archetype DS voted to deny (A:Deny, B:Deny, D:Deny).

For user G the textual explanation is:

Your decision was overruled by DS: sub-hierarchy at level `1 denied because
DS voted to deny.

User G’s explanation contains both the decision of DS and an explanation of how this
decision overwrites his choice; this happens at the point where ‘sub-hierarchy at level
`1’ denies.

Finally, social network SN does not get an explanation, only the decision.
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5 Related Work

Recent years have seen an increasing interest in access control for collaborative systems
and, in particular, for social networks. This interest has resulted in several access control
solutions (e.g., [3, 9, 26]) that aim to regulate the exchange of information between collab-
orative users. These solutions are complementary to our work as they consider different
aspects of collaborations. Within these solutions access decisions are usually made based
on the interpersonal relationships between the resource owner and the resource requester,
while assuming that resources are owned by a single entity. Moreover, these solutions
only focus on the specification and enforcement of access control policies for collabora-
tive systems and do not address the problem of transparency of access decision making.

Some social networks provides basic functionality for transparency. For instance,
Linkedin allows its users to view their profile from the perspective of their connections
and their public profile. Similarly, FaceBook provides a “View As” functionality that
allows users to visualize their profile from another user’s perspective. This functionality,
however, can provide users with a misleading feeling of control over their information [7].

The detection of policy conflicts is largely addressed in the area of formal policy
analysis. For instance, change-impact analysis [8] aims to extract the differences between
two policies. Backes et al. [2] propose a notion of policy refinement in which a policy
refines another policy if, whenever the latter returns Permit (or Deny), the first policy
returns the same decision. Hughes and Bultan [14] present a stronger notion of policy
refinement called policy subsumption. In addition to impose constrains on Permit and
Deny decisions as in policy refinement, subsumption also imposes constraints on the
Indeterminate decision. Turkmen et al. [28] propose a formal framework for policy
analysis based on SMT. This framework allows the verification of XACML policies
against a number of well-known security properties including change-impact, policy
refinement and subsumption. These frameworks, however, aims to support policy authors
in the definition of their policies and are not suitable for run-time analysis. Moreover,
they only indicate if two policies are conflicting (possibly along with a counterexample
indicating the conflict), but do not provide a justification for the conflict.

A few proposals address the problem of transparency in collaborative systems by
providing feedback about policy conflicts to the entities governing the data. For instance,
Hu et al. [13] present an authorization analysis tool for examining over-sharing and
under-sharing of shared resources in social networks. Mahahmudlu et al. [20] proposes
a notification mechanism that determines at run time the type of conflicts that occurred
(e.g., DenyButPermit, PermitButDeny). In particular, users can declare the type(s) of
conflicts they are interested in and only be notified about those conflicts. Although
these solutions make a first step towards user awareness, the feedback provided to users
only indicates if their policies have been overridden. This work makes a step further by
providing users with an explanation of why their policies have been overruled.

KNOW [17] and Cue [10] provide feedback suggesting a requester possible alterna-
tives to access the data (e.g., changing role). Similarly to our work, feedback is protected
through the use of meta policies, thus ensuring that a desired level of confidentiality
is preserved. However, the goal of these frameworks is orthogonal to our work. While
KNOW and Cue aim to inform users why their access requests have not been granted,
we aim to explain users why their policies have been overridden.
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6 Conclusion

This paper presented an approach to enhance user understanding in the access decision
making process when policy mismatches occur. In particular, we proposed an approach to
compute justifications explaining users why their decisions were overruled. To determine
at which granularity a user can see the justification, we use visibility restrictions that
indicate the portion of the justification visible to the user based on its place in the
archetype hierarchy and visibility policies. We also showed how the feedback can be
formulated in a human readable format, focusing on the relevant parts and customizing
the feedback to reflect the relations of the user with the data.

As future work, we plan to integrate the feedback mechanism proposed in this work
into existing XACML-based authorization solutions. This requires extracting the de-
cision annotated evaluation path from an XACML response. We envision this can be
done by exploiting the <ReturnPolicyIdList> element, which is used to request
an XACML policy decision point to return the list of applicable policies and policysets
that were used to obtain the decision [23]. Users policies can be sensitive and, thus, not
all users may be allowed to see the full explanation of the decision. In this work, we
addressed this problem by restricting the visibility of the feedback disclosed to users,
depending on their relation with the data and visibility policies. However, also access
requests, which eventually have to be disclosed along with the feedback, might provide
insights into the policies of other users. Moreover, one might consider requests them-
selves to be ‘sensitive’ (for privacy) irrespective of what they reveal about the policies.
Thus, it is desirable to give only a minimal amount of attributes that reveals the mismatch
rather than the actual request. To this end, we plan to extend visibility restrictions to
access requests, thus preventing a user to learn information that policy authors may wish
to not reveal as well as to protect requester’s privacy as much as possible. In this work we
demonstrated the feedback mechanism through a typical scenario in FaceBook-like social
networks. User studies to evaluate its impact on user awareness is left as future work.
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